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ABSTRACT 
The notion of convex cones in general position has turned out to be useful in 
convex programming theory. In this paper we extend the notion to convex sets and 
give some characterizations which yield a better insight into this concept. We also 
consider the case o{ convex sets in S-general position. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a real linear space; A c E is a convex set if Xx +(1 - ~)y ~ A 
for any x, y E A and X ~ [0,1]; A is a convex cone if x + y ~ A and ~x ~ A 
for any x, y ~ A and X ~ R ÷ = [0, oo). In [2] Kutateladze says that the convex 
cones A 1 . . . . .  A ,  c E are in general position if there exists a rearrangement 
of the cones, say A i l, . . . .  Ai,, such that 
( Ai~ N . . .  C~ Aik ) - Ai~÷ ~ is a subspace (1.1) 
fo reveryk ,  1,%< k,%< n-  l, whereA-B=(a-b :a~A,  b~B) .  
If A c E, we can associate with A the following two cones: 
where x ~ A, and 
C(A ,x )= U ~(A-x )cE ,  (1.2) 
~,~R ÷ 
H(A)= U X(A×(1})cExR.  (1.3) 
~R + 
If A is convex, then the above cones are convex. 
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Kutateladze [3, Theorem 3.6.1] showed the additivity of the subdifferen- 
tial at x ~ D l ~ • • - N/9,  for the convex operators fj : Dj c E --, F (F  an 
ordered linear space) under the hypothesis that C(D i, x), 1 <~ j <,% n, are in 
general position, and the formula for the conjugate of the sum of the same 
operators [3, Theorem 3.7.6] under the hypothesis that H(Dj) ,  1 -%< ] ~ n, are 
in general position. 
In this short note we show that the above conditions on D i, 1 <~ ] <~ n, are 
equivalent and that the notion of cones in general position does not depend 
on the order of the sets. 
Before giving the notion of convex sets in general position, let us remern- 
ber that the affine hull of the set A c E is 
a f fA={ ~ ~,x , :n~N* ,k i~R,  x i~A, l<~i<~n,  Y~ k~=l i . ,  
l~<i~-r~ l~i~<~ 
(1.4) 
and the algebraic relative interior of A is 
i c rA= {a~A:Vx~af fA36>OV~ ~( -6 ,6 ) :  a+ h(x -a )~ A }. 
(1.,5) 
When air A = E we denote icr A by cor A and call it the algebraic interior. 
Let us remark that for a convex set A c E, 
0~ic rA  ~ Vx~Aqk>0:  -kx~A,  (1.6) 
0~corA  ~ VxEE 3k>0:  kx~A,  (1.7) 
while for a convex cone A, aft A = A - A and 
0 ~ icr A ~, A is a linear subspace. (t .8) 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let A1,. . . ,  A .  be nonempty convex sets. We say that 
A 1 . . . . .  A n are in general position if 
O~icr( N A~-Ak') 
' l~ i<k  
Vk, 2 ~< k ~< n. (1.9) 
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A~ . . . . .  A n are in (strong) S-general position if 
0~cor (  N Ai - A~ ) Vk ,  2 <.% k <<. n. 
l~<i<k 
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(1.10) 
2. RESULTS 
P~oPos~xmrq 2.1. Let A~ .. . . .  A ,  be nonempty convex sets. Then 
A~ .. . . .  A n are in general position i f  and only i f  
(0 . . . . .  0 )~ ic r ( (x -x~ . . . . .  x-x , ) :x~E,  x i~A i, l<~i<<.n}. (2.1) 
Proof. Let 
M={(x -x  I . . . . .  x -xn) :x~E,  x i~A i ,  l<<.i<~n}. (2.2) 
As A i, 1 ~< i ~< n, are convex sets, M is convex. If A 1 . . . . .  A n are in general 
position or 0 ~ M, then there exists x ~ A 1 A • • • ¢3 A n. Without any loss of 
genera l i ty - - in  the present context - -we  can assume that x = 0. Let us show 
that (2 .1)7(1 .9) .  Let k, 2<<.k<<.n, be fixed, x~AlC~. . .nAk_  1, and 
x k ~ Ak; then ( - x . . . . .  - x, - xk,O . . . . .  0 )~ M. As 0 ~ icrM,  there exists 
~>0 such that (hx  . . . . .  hX, XXk,O . . . . .  0 )~M.  This means that we can 
find g~E,  x~Ai ,  l~<i~<n,  such that (~x . . . . .  hx,  hxk,0 . . . . .  0 )= 
(y -x  l' . . . . .  y -x~) .There fore  x 1 -  • xk_ l "  =x '~AlC3  . . .NAk_  1 and 
- ~(x - Xk) = X' -- X' k. Hence 0 ~ icr(N1 ~<i< kAi - Ak)' 
Let us show now that (1 .9 )= (2.1). We note that it is sufficient o show 
that for xi ~ A~, 1 ~< i ~< n, there exists h > 0 such that h(xl  . . . . .  xn) ~ M. 
Indeed, ff (x -x  1 . . . . .  x -xn)~M with x~E,  x~A, ,  l <~i<~n, taking 
>0 as above, we have -X(x -x  1 . . . . .  x -xn)=-X(x  . . . . .  x )+ 
(hx~ . . . . .  hxn)  ~ M. So let us take xi ~ A~, 1 ~< i ~< n. We show by induction 
that the assertions 
Pk: 3~ > O Vi,  l <-% i <~ k 3x~ ~ Ai: Xx l + x~ . . . . .  Xx k + x' k 
are true. If Pn is true, denoting by x the common value, we have 
~(x 1 . . . . .  Xn) = (x - x~ . . . . .  x - x ' )  ~ M, so that 0 ~ icrM. Let k = 2; as x 1 - 
x 2 ~ A 1 - A 2 and 0 ~ icr(A 1 - A2), there exist ~ > 0 and x~ ~ A 1, x~ ~ A 2 
such that - k(x I - x2)= x~ - x~. Hence P2 is true. Suppose that Pk is true 
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(k < n), and let us show that P~+~ is also true. Consider ~ > 0, x'~ ~ A~, 
1 -%< i -%< k, such that 
~x~ + x'~ = ~x~ + x,~ . . . . .  3,x~ + x~ = x. (2.3) 
Then (A+I ) -~x~0I<~A ~. Therefore (~+1)  lx -xk+i~fq l<,~A~-  
Ak+ t. But 0~ic r (01~<i<kA, - -Ak~l ) ,  so that there exist ~ '>0,  x '~  
~lzi~kAi, x'~_,~A~_+~ such that -~ ' [ (h+l )  ~x-x~t]=x ' - -x '~  ~. 
Therefore 
~k'Xk+i' JcX ' )k'( )k q- 1) IX  X '=  ~= + ~,'(~ + 1) ~(~x~+x~)+x 
for 1 ~ i ~< k. Dividing by 1 + ~'(h + 1) ~ and taking into account he convex- 
ity of A ~, 1 ~< i ~< n, we get that Pk ~ l is true. • 
PROPOSITION 2.1'. Let A 1 . . . . .  A ,  ~ E be nonempty convex sets'. 
A 1 . . . . .  A n are in S-general position i f  and only i f  
(0 . . . . .  0 )~cor ( (x -x  I . . . . .  x-x , , ) :x~E,x~Ai ,  l<<.i<~n }, (2.4) 
Proof. Let us firstly show that (2.4) ~ (1.10). Let x c E; taking into 
account (1.7), for (0 . . . . .  0, x )~ E n, there exists h > 0 such that k(0 . . . . .  0, x) 
M, so that (0 . . . . .  0, ~x)  = (u - x l . . . . . .  u - x n_ l, u - x,,) with x~ ~ A,,  u 
E. Therefore x 1 . . . . .  x n- l = u ~ f-)l ~ i < n A i, ~ x = u - x, .  Hence X x 
N1 ~<i < ,~Ai - A,,, which shows that 0 ~ cor(N 1 ~ i < ,A i  - A,,). We obtain 
analogously that 0 ~ cor(N i , kA, -- Ak) for 1 ~ k ~ n, which shows that 
0 ~ cor(f) 1 ~ ~ < kA~ - Ak) for 2 ~< k ~< n. Conversely, let us show that (1.10) 
(2.4). Let (x 1 . . . . .  x , )  ~ E"; we show that the proposition Pk, 2 ~< k ~< n, used 
in the proof of Proposition 2.1, are true in this case, too. P2 is true; indeed, for 
x 2 - x 1 ~ E there exist xl ~ A 1, x~ ~ A 2, and ~ > 0 such that ~(x 2 - x 1 ) =: 
xl - x~, i.e. ~x 1 + x~ = Ax e + x~. Suppose that Pk is true (k < n), and show 
that Pk+l is also true. Let (2.3) hold. As O~cor(f31<~i<~kAi--Ak+l), for 
xk+ 1 -- ~ Ix there exist X' > 0, x' ~ A~ ~ . •. (~ A~, x'~+ 1~ Ak+ i such that 
k'Xk+ 1 + X'~.. I = X' + ~'~ Ix = X' + h'Xi + h'k lx~, 1 <~ i <~ k. 
Dividing by 1+ }~'X--t, we get that Pk+l is true, (As in the proof of 
Proposition 2.1, we have assumed that 0 ~ A i, i ~< i ~< n.) • 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A, B c E be nonempty convex sets. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 0 ~ icr (A - B), 
(ii) A (7 B 4 = ~ and C( A, x) - C( B, x) is a linear subspace for any (some) 
x~AC~B,  
(iii) H( A ) -  H( B) is a linear subspace. 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii): Suppose that 0 E icr(A - B). Then 0 ~ A - B and 
therefore A A B 4= ~.  Let x ~ A c] B; without loss of generality we can 
suppose that x = 0. Let 0 4= y ~ C(A,O) - C(B,O), i.e. y = aa - /3b ,  a, fl >1 0, 
a ~ A, b ~ B. Since y 4= 0, we have that a +/3 > 0. If a =/3 then a - 1 y = a 
-b~A-B ,  so that we can find ~>0 such that -ha  l y~A_Bc  
C(A,  O) - C(B, 0). Hence - y e C(A, 0) - C(B, 0). The case a :~/3 can be 
reduced to the preceding one by noting that y = (a  +/3) [a (a  +/3) - ia  - /3 (a  
+ f l ) - ib ]  and a(a+f l ) - la  ~ A, /3 (a+f l ) - lb  ~ B. Hence C(A ,O) -  C(B,O) 
is a linear subspace. 
( i i )~  (i): Let x ~ A C~ B such that C(A, x) - C(B, x) is a linear subspaee. 
In this case, too, we may take x = O. Let a ~ A, b ~ B, a 4: b; then a - b 
C(A,  0) - C(B, 0), so that b - a ~ C(A,  0) - C(B, 0). Therefore there exist 
a,/3 >/0, a '  ~ A, b'  ~ B such that b - a = aa' - fib'. But a +/3 > 0; hence 
( a + /3 ) - l (b -  a )=a(a  + /3) ia ' -  fl(a + fl ) lb' ~ A - B, so that 0E ic r (A  
-B) .  
(iii) ~ (i): Let us suppose that H(A)  - H(B)  is a l inear subspaee and take 
a ~ A, b ~ B, a 4= b. Then (a - b,0) = (a,  1) - (b, 1) ~ H(A)  - H(B),  so that 
(a -b ,O)~H(B) -H(A) .  Therefore there exist a,/3>~0, a 'cA ,  b '~B 
such that (b - a ,0)  = a(a', 1) - /3 (b ' ,  1). Hence a =/3 > 0 and b - a = a(a' - 
b'), which proves that 0 ~ icr(A - B). 
( i )=  (iii): Let us suppose that 0 ~ i c r (A -  B) and take (0,0)4= (x, V) 
H(A)  - H(B).  Therefore x = aa - fib, 7 = a - /3  for some a,/3 >1 O, a ~ A, 
b ~ B. Since (x, T) 4= (0,0), we have that a +/3 > 0. Take / l  >/max(a, /3)  > 0. 
Then x = aa - /3b  = ll(a - b) - (li - a)a + (li - /3 )b .  As 0 ~ icr(A - B), 
there exist ~ > 0, a '  ~ A, b'  ~ B such that a - b = 2t(b' - a'). Hence 
x = 2t~(b ' -  a ' )  - (/z - a)a  + (l~ - f l )b  
= (X/l + / l  - f l )  (2t/l(X/z +/~ - /3 )  - 'b '+  (/l - /3 ) (X / l  + / l  - /3 )  - lb )  
= (2tli + II - /3 )b" -  (Xli + li - a )a" ,  
with a"  ~ A, b" ~ B. Therefore - (x, 7) E H(A)  - H(B).  • 
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PROPOSITION 2.2'. Let A,  B ~ E be nonempty convex sets. The fo l lowing 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 0 ~ cor(A - B ), 
(ii) A N B -4:;3 and C( A,  x ) - C( B, x ) = E for  any (some) x ~ A N B. 
(iii) H(A) - H(B)  = E × R. 
Proof. ( i )~( i i ) :  As 0~A-B ,  Ac~B~.  Take x~ANB;  without 
loss of general ity we may suppose that x = 0. If 0 E cor(A - B), as A - B c 
C( A, 0) - C(B, 0), it follows that 0 ~ cor(C( A, 0) - C(B, 0)), so that C( A, 0) - 
c(8 ,0 )  = E. 
(ii) ~ (i): Let x ~ E \ {0}; there exist a,/3 >1 0, a ~ A, b c B such that 
x=aa- f ib .  Hence (a+/3) - Ix=a(a+/3)  l a - [3 (a+ f l ) - tb~ A - B. 
Hence  0 ~ eor(A - B). 
(i) = (iii): F rom the preceding proposit ion we know that H(A)  - H(B)  is 
a l inear subspace. Let (x,0)  ~ E × R; 0 ~ eor(A - B) implies the existence of 
> 0 and a ~ A, b ~ B such that ~x = a - b. Therefore (Ax ,0 )=(a ,1 ) -  
(b,  1), so that (x,0) ~ H(A)  - H(B) .  Let now u ~ A; as 0 ~ cor(A - B), there 
ex is t~>0,  a~A,  b~Bsuehthat  -u=A(a-b) .But ( l+~)  ~u+~( l+ 
~) - Ia  = a '  ~ A, so that 0 = (1 + ~)a '  - Ab. This shows that (0,1) ~ HIA)  - 
H(B) .  Therefore H(A  ) - H(B)  = E × B. 
(iii) ~ (i): Let x ~ E \ {0}; (x,0) ~ E × R = H(A)  - H(B) ,  so that there 
exist a,/3 >/O, a E A, b ~ B such that (x,0) = a(a,  1) - /3 (b ,  1) = (aa  - /3b ,  a 
-/3). It  follows that a =/3  > 0 (because x ~ 0) and a - ~x ~ A - B. Therefore 
0 ~ eor(A - B). • 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A j . . . . .  A,, be nonempty convex sets'. The fo l low- 
ing assertions are equivalent: 
(i) A 1 . . . . .  A,, are in general position, 
(ii) A j n • • • n A , ~ ¢6, and for  any (some) x ~ A t n • • • N A ,, the cones 
C( A l, x)  . . . . .  C( A,,,  x) are in general position, 
(iii) H (A1)  . . . . .  H( An)  are in general position, 
(iv) (0 . . . . .  0 )~ ic r{(x -x  1 . . . . .  x-x , , ) :x~E,  x i~A ~, l~<i<<.n}. 
Proof. It  follows immediate ly  that H(A l N . . .  N A , )= H(A I )  
A . . -NH(A , ) .  If x~A l N . . .  ~hA,~ 4 :~ then c (n l . .< i~, ,A~,x)= 
AI~i~,C(A~,  x). Indeed,  the inclusion c being obvious, let us show the 
converse one. Let 0 4: y ~n i  ~ i ~ nC(Ai,  x); for every i, 1 ~< i ~< n, there exist 
hi > 0 and a i ~ A i such that y = hi(a i -  x). Let ~ = max(h i : l  < i < n}. 
Then  ~ lg = ~i k X(a ~ _ x) = ~iA l (a i - x )+(1  - h ik  ~ 1)0 ~ A i - -  x ,  SO 
that x + ~-- iy  ~ A1 N - • • N A,,. Therefore y ~ C(O~ ~ i ~ ,A~, x). Taking into 
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account he above relations and Proposition 2.2, it follows that (i) ~ (ii) ¢* (iii), 
while the equivalence of (i) and (iv) is given by Proposition 2.1. • 
PROPOSITION 2.3'. Let A 1 . . . . .  A,  c E be nonempty convex sets'. The 
fo l lowing assertions are equivalent: 
(i) A 1 . . . . .  A ,  are in S-general position, 
(ii) A 1 (q • • • 0 A ,  ~ ¢3, and for any (some) x ~ A 1 ¢q • • • ~ A ,  we have 
('] C(A, ,x ) -C(Ak ,x )=E 
i~k  
V k, l <~ k <~ n, 
(iii) N, .kH(A~) -  H(Ak)= E × R Vk, 1 ~< k ~< n, 
(iv) (0 .. . . .  0)~ cor{(x - x 1 ... . .  x - x,):  x ~ E, x i ~ A i, 1 <~ i <~ n }. 
The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2.3. 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
The notion of convex cones (sets) in general position has turned out to be 
usefid in algebraic onvex programming. The symmetry of condition (iv) in 
Proposition 2.3 shows that this notion does not depend on the order of the 
sets--as omeone might believe from the definition of Kutateladze--and the 
other characterizations show that the conditions imposed by Kutateladze on 
the cones C(D~, x), 1 <~ i <~ n, and H(Di),  1 ~ i <~ n, are eqttivalent. The 
notion of sets in S-general position, introduced here, can be useful for 
obtaining topological versions of algebraic results on convex programming 
using open mapping principles, such as those of Robinson [4] and Ursescu [5]. 
Such an example is the following result obtained using Theorem 4.3 and 
Corollary 2.2 from [6]. 
THEOnEM. Let X be a Fr~chet space, X* its dual space, and 
fii : X ~ ( - oo, oo ], 1 <~ i <~ n, be lower semicontinuous and convex functions. 
Suppose that the effective domains o f f  1 . . . . .  f~ are in S-general position. Then 
the fol lowing relations hold: 
inf ~ f/(x)=max{ E f f i (x : )  :x*~X* ,  ~ x~'=0}, (i) 
x ~ X l <~ i <~ n l <<. i <~ n l <~ i <<. n 
+. . .+fn)* (x* )=min l  ~ f* / (x~):x*~X*,  ~ x*=x*}, (ii) (fl 
k l<~i<~n l<~i<<.n 
] 
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(.i) a,(f~+-.. +L) (x )=u{a~,S~(x)+ . . .  + a~,,f~(x):~,~R' e~+ 
•. .  + ~ = e}, where f*  and 8~f denote the conjugate function and the 
e-subdifferential o f f ,  respectively. 
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